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What are the Benefits of Heera or diamond

What are the Benefits of Heera or diamond?

Diamond is a gem around the world whose charm attracts everyone towards it.
Women always like to wear it. And anyway, in astrology, Venus has been
associated with beauty, opulence and female class.

According to Indian Vedic astrology, the diamond gem represents Venus. It is a
very impressive gem and a good small size diamond is also very valuable in the
market.

Gemstone Diamond Rashi Ratan heera gemstone (diamond benefits
astrology)

The special thing about a diamond is that the faster its positive energy leaves
its effect, the faster its negative energy shows its effect. This is the reason why
one should not make the mistake of wearing diamond or diamond without
astrological advice.

Which Ascendant sign should wear diamond - heera gemstone (Persons of
what Lagna should wear Diamond - diamond astrology)

Wearing diamond gemstone is auspicious for Taurus and Libra Ascendant, as
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well as the natives of Virgo and Capricorn Ascendant can also wear it. best

astrologer in Dwarka delhi, astrologer in delhi ncr, top astrologer in Gurgaon, famous

astrologer in Gurgaon,

According to Vedic astrology, the diamond gem represents Venus. The
diamond is worn only for the peace of Venus and to make it a power house. top

astrologers in delhi, best career astrologer in delhi, shastri, acharya, acharya v shastri, v

acharya,

General Benefits of Wearing Diamond

Your luck can shine if you wear it with the advice of diamond astrology.
Wearing diamond is especially beneficial in many cases.
Diamond can also be the solution to your life's problems.
Diamond is also auspicious for the merchants associated with the women
category, such as jewellery, clothes, decorations, etc.
Those who want to achieve more success in the field of business, film
industry and arts, they can wear a diamond after looking at their
ascendant. 
For sweetness in relationships, especially love enhances the relationship
diamond. - In case of love and married life, diamond is beneficial. For a
happy married life it is necessary to have Venus house in auspicious
position.
Wearing diamond can prove to be beneficial if there is education related
problem or interruption in marriage.

Note: Prevents fire, fear and theft.

Health Benefits of Diamond

Wearing a diamond increases the lifespan.
Relieves diabetes and eye diseases.
Cures uterine diseases in women. Erases semen defects in men.
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Law of holding diamond jewels

Put a diamond of 0.50 to 2 carat in a white gold ring and put the ring in milk,
Ganga water, sugar and honey solution on any bright Friday after sun rise. After
that, burn five agarbatti in the name of Shukradev and pray that O Venus, I am
wearing your representative gem, diamond to get your blessings, please bless
me. After removing the ring, turn the ring over the agarbatti by chanting 108
times of ॐ शं शुाय नम:, then after the mantra, put the ring in the Kanishtika or
middle finger by attaching it to the feet of Lakshmi.

Wearing a diamond in the ring finger can benefit in love and relationships.

Diamonds can also be worn in Mrigashira Nakshatra.

Similarly, for diamonds, the worshiper should face in the south-east direction
and while wearing the sapphire, the face should be in the west direction.

Precautions before wearing diamond

Before wearing a Venus gemstone, take the advice of experienced astrology,
otherwise in the event of inauspicious, this gemstone can harm rather than give
benefit and cause havoc in the life of the native.

For more information related to gemstone advisor or astrology, contact Best
Astrologer in Dwarka, Gurgoan and Delhi NCR, Acharya V Shastri: +

91-9205722942
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